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Abstract Biodiversity conservation is not a clear-cut practice and there is no blueprint

solution to the question how to best halt the loss of biological diversity. Various conser-

vation approaches are surrounded by a variety of basic assumptions about the world, nature

and the human-nature relationship. These assumptions are more often implicitly hidden in

practices and discourse than purposefully produced and deployed at a conscious level. The

aim of our paper is to contribute to the on-going discussion on how to halt the loss of

biodiversity in a dynamic global socio-ecological system. We will present an analysis of

the worldview(s) and management style(s) of the oldest and largest global conservation

organization: the International Union of Nature Conservation (IUCN). Popular in many

conservation organisations is the strategy of integrating conservation in policy, business

and society. Our discourse analysis demonstrates that although IUCN employs a strongly

pluralistic practice of conservation, it is difficult to speak of a truly integrative approach

yet.

Keywords IUCN � Biodiversity conservation � Cultural perspectives � Sustainable

conservation � Integrative conservation approach

Introduction

Three years after the globally set 2010 deadline of halting biodiversity loss, the decline of

the diversity of life is still a growing global issue. The loss of biological diversity is a

typical wicked, persistent and complex problem (Grosskurth 2009). Its causes are plural

and are interrelated with many societal, economic and cultural factors. Main drivers of

biodiversity loss are identified as being part of larger global changes such as climate

change, invasive species and poaching. Landscape fragmentation caused by urbanization
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and land use changes for agriculture are recognized as the largest causes for biodiversity

loss (MEA 2005; CBD 2012). What kind of conservation practice will be able to deal with

a changing planet and an uncertain future in the long run?

Biodiversity conservation is not a clear-cut practice and there is no blueprint for how to

best halt the loss of biological diversity. It involves much more than saving flagstone

species (Caro 2010) in nature reserves and national parks. Various conservation approaches

are surrounded by a variety of basic assumptions about the world, nature and the human-

nature relationship. These assumptions are more often implicitly hidden in practices and

discourse than explicitly accounted for in the conservation discourses. It becomes

increasingly important to be aware of the various types of human-nature relationships that

exist. These relationships define the way conservation practices are envisioned and pro-

duced. They express certain worldviews and management styles within the conservation

practices and discourses. Sometimes these practices co-evolve and sometimes they seem to

compete with each other to achieve the same good cause.

Traditionally, measures to reverse the trend of biological loss have been largely developed

in the context of ‘conventional’ conservation practices, which were often dichotomizing

nature and culture (Soper 1995). Protected areas and wildlife reserves, national parks, natural

heritage sites and species recovery programmes all have in common to save nature, wil-

derness or wildlife in specific locations outside of humanly cultivated ecosystems.

With the increasing awareness about need to address and understand the interconnected

complexities of our time (Crutzen and Stoermer 2000; Rees 2010) and in order to guide

transitions towards a sustainable world (Steffen et al. 2005; Loorbach 2002; Kemp et al.

2007; Loorbach 2007), increasing attention has been given by major conservation or-

ganisations like IUCN and WWF to developing so called ‘integrated’ conservation

approaches (IUCN 2012d; Christoffersen 1997). Mainly these approaches have been

directed at integrating with (official) development assistance (ODA) and engagement in

new partnerships, with for example businesses (Adams 2013). Via the lens of Cultural

Theory (Verweij et al. 2006; Thompson et al. 1990; Thompson 1997) we ask: how

‘integrative’ are these new ‘integrated’ approaches to conservation really? Are they able to

transcend the ancient dichotomy between nature and culture? Do they fit our complex and

uncertain world? Are they able to contribute to gaining new perspective on how to work

towards sustaining healthy global ecosystems? In brief: do they represent the idea that the

total can be more than the sum of the parts?

The aim of our paper is to contribute to the on-going discussion on how to halt the loss

of biodiversity in a pluralistic and dynamic global socio-ecological system. We will

present an analysis of the worldview(s) and management style(s) of the oldest and largest

global conservation organization: the International Union of Nature Conservation (IUCN).

The organisation presents a wide variety of conservation approaches and the organization

looks far beyond its central role of the conservation of species, populations and genetic

diversity: links to climate change, energy, human well-being and the economy are all

included (IUCN 2011a; Christoffersen 1997). Nevertheless, our discourse analysis dem-

onstrates that although IUCN employs this strongly pluralistic approach to conservation, it

is difficult to speak of a truly integrative approach yet.

Methodology

We evaluated the IUCN conservation discourse in the context of the main drivers of global

change: the human species (Wackernagel and Rees 1996; Steffen et al. 2005; MEA 2005;
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Crutzen and Stoermer 2000) and our cultural basic assumptions (Verweij et al. 2006;

Beumer and Martens 2010). In analysing our case study we asked two questions:

Which basic assumptions about nature, the human-nature relationship and which

management styles are represented in the IUCN discourse?

Do the ideas and basic assumptions of biodiversity conservation within the IUCN match

the reality of a complex, dynamic and globalizing world?

For our analysis we selected various IUCN reports that reflect the organisation’s vision,

mission, communications and practices. We used the publication timeframe 2007–2013 in

order to gain insight in contemporary conservation discourses. We chose qualitative,

written and publicly (online) available texts. Based on a triangulation of text-types

reflecting ‘idealistic views’, ‘practical discourse’ and the way IUCN ‘communicates’ its

achievements and practices to the outside world, we categorized the documents into

‘Annual Reports (AR)’, ‘Vision and Mission Reports (VM)’, ‘Practice Reports (PR)’ and

‘Communication and Public Awareness (CA)’ documents. Accessibility was best for the

AR of the ‘Business and Biodiversity Programme’ (IUCN 2007a, 2008b, 2009e, 2010c,

2011d). For the years 2010 and 2011 general IUCN annual reports were available online

(IUCN 2011f, 2012d). Two annual reports of the Commission for Education and Com-

munication were also included in the analysis (IUCN 2011c, 2013b). The CA documents

we analysed were issues of the World Conservation Magazine (IUCN 2008d, f, g, 2009a, b,

2010f, 2011b). The PR and the VM documents consist of various other general reports

about IUCN activities, vision and mission (IUCN 2007b, 2008c, 2009d, 2010e; Adams

2006; IUCN 2005, 2008a, e, 2010b; Marton-Lefèvre 2012; Marton-Lefèvre and Xinsheng

2012; IUCN 2012c).

Cultural Theory (CT), as applied in Beumer and Martens (2010), was used as an

analytical framework for an in depth deductive qualitative content analysis of the narra-

tives of the documents (Hsieh and Shannon 2005; Elo and Kyngas 2008; GAO 1989). The

framework is based on a ‘grid’ and a ‘group’ axis, indicating lower or higher autonomy in a

social context and lower or higher conformation to societal norms, rules and regulations

(Verweij et al. 2006; Beumer and Martens 2010). Content analysis is a set of procedures

that aim to transform non-structured oral or written information into a format that allows

analysis. Qualitative content analysis has an established reputation in health sociology and

its popularity has increased in other fields of research (Hsieh and Shannon 2005; Elo and

Kyngas 2008). It focuses on the characteristics of language as communication and pays

attention to the contextual meaning of text (Holstein and Gubrium 2004; Hsieh and

Shannon 2005). The method facilitates analysts in making structured inferences about the

characteristics and meaning of the material (GAO 1989). Qualitative content analysis in

brief can be defined as a ‘‘research method for the subjective interpretation of the content

of text data through the systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes

or patterns (Hsieh and Shannon 2005, p. 1278)’’.

In preparation of the narrative analyses, we carried out a broad literature study to

explore the various cultural perspectives on biodiversity and conservation existent in the

academic literature and in popular scientific books, newspaper and magazine articles. We

did this in order to map the existent perspectives on nature and on-going management

approaches in the conservation field. The studied literature contained texts ranging from

conservation theory and practice (Whittaker and Fernandez-Palacios 2007; Sarkar 1999;

Rands et al. 2010; Heywood 1995; Sala et al. 2000; Chapin et al. 2001; CBD 2010, 2011;

Caro and O’Doherty 2001; Caro 2010; Adams 2013; Bethge 2007; Chan 2007; Hagerman

et al. 2010; Norton 1987; Redford et al. 2006; Minteer and Miller 2011; Miller et al. 2011;

Minteer and Collins 2012; Peterson et al. 2003; Margules and Pressey 2000; Meine et al.
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2006; Robinson 2011), global reports (MEA 2005; CBD 2010; UNEP-CBD 2011; CBD

2011; TEEB 2009; Gitay et al. 2002), ecological theory (McCann 2000; Tilman 2000;

Hagen 1992; White 1967; Opschoor 1998; Groot et al. 2002; Rosenzweig 2003; Cumming

et al. 2005; Begon et al. 2006; Norton and Noonan 2007; Hart 2007; Ives and Carpenter

2007; Whittaker and Fernandez-Palacios 2007; MacDougall et al. 2013), biology, evolu-

tion theory and complexity (Larson 2001; Jagers 2012; Folke et al. 2004; Palmquist 2007;

Whittaker and Fernandez-Palacios 2007; Capra 1996; Prigogine 1996; Boogerd 2007;

Gleick 1998; Gunderson and Holling 2002; Rees 2010; Steffen et al. 2005; Young et al.

2006), sustainable development (White 1967; Hardin 1968; Harlem 1987; Wackernagel

and Rees 1996; Giddings et al. 2002; Banerjee 2003; Robinson 2004; Williams and Mil-

lington 2004; Castro 2004; Jackson et al. 2004; Adams 2006; Martens 2006; UNCSD 2012;

Martens 2013) and philosophy (Soper 1995; Takacs 1996; Sarkar 1999; Posey 1999; Naess

1995; Abrams and Primack 2011; Adams 2006; Aitken 2012; Böhme 1992; Bortoft 1996;

Crutzen and Stoermer 2000; Diamond 2005; Mitman 1996; Norton 1987; Noske 1988;

Schulz 1985). Novels (Carson 1962; Leopold 1966; Mowat 1963), documentaries and

movies (Genton 2006; Fothergill et al. 2007) were also part of the literature assessment.

The goal was to compile a general categorized working list of key words and phrases and

position them in the framework of CT worldviews in order to extrapolate assumptions

about biodiversity and conservation strategies (Beumer and Martens 2010).

Based on the resulting list, we explored an adaptation and restructuring of the existent

CT perspective descriptions by Thompson and his colleagues (Thompson et al. 1990) by

elaborating some of the perspectives of the classical CT framework that are usually not

applied in studies using CT (Offermans et al. 2009; Offermans 2012; Beumer and Martens

2010). We found the fatalist and especially the autonomous (or hermit) perspectives

abundantly present in the assessed sources on biodiversity and conservation. We also

estimated that within the field of sustainability and conservation literature the clumsy

approach of Verweij and his colleagues—which is an approach integrating elements from

various perspectives (Verweij et al. 2006)—may be seen rather as an additional perspective

on its own than just an integrative approach. Therefore, we renamed the clumsy approach

the Dynamic Integrator (Beumer and Martens 2010).

The gained key assumptions, words and phrases were categorized into perspective

groups. Each perspective was labelled with a specific colour. These label-colours were

used to code units of the texts of the documents. We numbered the paragraphs of the texts

and in a process of close reading we coded words and phrases assigning weights related to

the frequency of their occurrence and to their intensity. The frequency was counted by

giving perspective points to the title (1 point), the subtitle (1 point), to single words

(1 point), phrases (2 points) and paragraphs (up to 5 points). Sometimes words or phrases

reflect more perspectives at the same time. In such cases we double- or even triple-coded

the fragments with the corresponding perspective colours. When one phrase was coded in

three (or even more) colours, we added an additional line in the margin with the colour that

refers to the dynamic integrator. Weighing the intensity of meaning was also accomplished

by coding the text margin with a perspective colour when the intensity occurred to be

strong. Intensity coding requires the analyst to recognize more subtle connotations of the

text (Holstein and Gubrium 2004; GAO 1989). The notion of subtext was also accounted

for with coding the text margin. This process of analysis remains largely subjective

(Holstein and Gubrium 2004).

We checked the reliability of our qualitative assessment by cross checking our results by

means of a triangulation. First, two research assistants carried out the same coding process

for the same documents. The analysed documents were finally coded three times in total.
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The gained weights were assembled and calculated in a prepared excel sheet and the

numerical results were transformed into percentage tables. This coding process resulted in

the representation of percentages of perspectives per document category (see Table 1). We

discussed the results in a small focus group in a semi-structured qualitative way to compare

the outcomes and their validity. Within the focus group it was decided that based on the

shared interpretation of the context the tripled analysis was of significantly overlapping

character in order to positively approve the validity of the results once a further sensitivity-

analysis would also deliver proximate results.

We carried out the sensitivity analysis using the text-mining software MAXQDA for a

lexical search. We counted frequencies of 7 key words per perspective (see Fig. 1). Here,

the hierarchist scored highest (33 %). The egalitarian (24 %) and the individualist (21 %)

scored close to each other. Table 2 shows that the fatalist (6 %) and the autonomous (6 %)

perspectives scored equally low and the dynamic integrator (10 %) a little lower than in the

manual analyses (see table 2). We found that the differences with the manual analyses can

be attributed to the contextual interpretations of the researchers. This—together with the

student validation—allowed us to consider our manual results reliable.

The aim of the qualitative review was to reveal the assumptions underlying the nar-

ratives of the IUCN documents. Illuminating the discourses used by conservation organ-

isations like IUCN will help policymakers and conservationists to better discuss the

development of resilient solutions for future biodiversity and ecosystem protection.

Results

Generally, all analysed report-categories represent a rather consistent view (see Tables 3, 4).

In brief, the hierarchist, egalitarian, and individualist perspectives are best represented in all

the documents. The fatalist and the autonomous perspective are underrepresented in the

IUCN documents. With an appearance of 14.80 % the dynamic integrator occurs quite

steadily but moderately throughout the documents (see Table 3).

The Vision and Mission (VM) documents represent the highest egalitarian score (29 %),

immediately followed by the hierarchist (28 %). The individualist (20 %) and the dynamic

integrator (18 %) are close to each other too (see Table 4).

In the category of Annual Reports the egalitarian perspective scores highest (32 %),

which is basically attributed to the high egalitarian representations in the Reports of the

Commission on Education and Communication. The individualist (25 %) scores highest in

the AR of the Business and Biodiversity Programme (BBP).

The IUCN Practice Reports (PR) category score highest on the hierarchist and egali-

tarian perspectives (both 29 %), followed the individualist (23 %). All PR put effort in

promoting and explaining the strategic shift towards engaging with the private sector,

linking economic development to biodiversity conservation (IUCN 2010e). Rather than

speaking about adversities, an optimistic language about sensitive issues (such as biodi-

versity loss, the economic crisis and poverty issues) seen as opportunities to cooperate with

the business sector stands out in all the PR documents.

The Communication and Awareness (CA) discourse is based on the World Conservation

Magazine of the period 2007–2011. The magazine appeared once or twice per year for

more than 50 years. The magazine used to be a platform for debate and for airing the wide

variety of views within IUCN. In 2011 the last issue was released (IUCN 2013a). In the CA

category the egalitarian perspective scores highest (31 %). The individualist perspective is

relatively well represented (24 %) and the hierarchist (22 %) scores slightly lower than in
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Table 1 Research assistants’ results of the qualitative content analysis

Hier Ega Ind Fat Aut Dyn Total

203 159 237 37 8 153

25 % 20 % 30 % 5 % 1 % 19 % 100 %

Hierarchist Egalitarian Individualist Fatalist Autonomous Dynamic
human nature resource uncertainty wilderness dynamic
management participation opportunity coping harmony complex
law/legislation equality/equity economy adapting lifestyle (eco)system
policy awareness innovation decline love integration
governance precaution goods/services lack/little culture scenario
risk community benefit loss reduction network
control vulnerable price acceptance footprint evolution

Fig. 1 Keywords per perspective used in the MAXQDA lexical search

Table 2 Frequencies and perspective percentages of the MAXQDA lexical search

Hier Ega Ind Fat Aut Dyn Total

3935 2,850 2,495 704 758 1,137 11,879

33 % 24 % 21 % 6 % 6 % 10 % 100 %

Table 3 Overview perspectives of the IUCN documents (N = 30, mean in %)

Perspective N Range Minimum Maximum Sum Mean SD

Hierarchist 30 20 15 35 768 25 6.106

Egalitarian 30 41 17 58 917 30 8.274

Individualist 30 36 11 47 704 23 9.336

Fatalist 30 14 0 14 105 3 3.026

Autonomous 30 7 0 7 57 2 1.709

Dynamic 30 24 8 32 444 14 4.286

Table 4 IUCN perspectives percentages per document category

Category Hier Ega Ind Fat Aut Dyn Total

VM 196 201 140 24 8 129

28 29 20 % 3 % 1 % 18 % 100 %

PR 117 118 94 13 4 55

29 % 29 % 23 % 3 % 1 % 14 % 100 %

AR 258 321 247 17 20 135

26 % 32 % 25 % 2 % 2 % 14 % 100 %

CA 156 216 170 38 20 98

22 % 31 % 24 % 5 % 3 % 14 % 100 %

Frequency total 727 856 651 92 52 417 2,795

Percentage total (%) 26 31 23 3 2 15 100
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the other publication types. The other three perspectives score more or less similar com-

pared to the other publication categories: fatalist 5 %, autonomous 3 % and the dynamic

14 %.

The hierarchist

The hierarchist believes nature is stable within limits. He is risk avoiding, anthropocentric,

aiming for a world of justice and organised stability and favouring sound scientific and

expert knowledge over other kinds of knowledge (Verweij et al. 2006; Beumer and

Martens 2010). The hierarchist in IUCN is mainly represented by the discussion of the

institutional structure of the organization, strengthening the institutional capacity, and its

emphasis on the role expert-knowledge to guide and influence policy-making on global,

national and local levels. The hierarchist discourse can be distinguished in phrases like

‘‘avoiding catastrophic tipping points’’, ‘‘setting professional standards’’, ‘‘implementing

the Convention’’, ‘‘mainstreaming environmental policy’’, ‘‘strengthening legal and

administrative instruments’’, ‘‘knowledge management’’, ‘‘developing more effective and

strategic interventions’’, ‘‘planning, implementing, monitoring and evaluating the conser-

vation work’’, ‘‘using and developing indicators to measure progress (i.e. the IUCN Red

List of Threatened Species)’’, ‘‘providing structures and frameworks’’, ‘‘achieving strategic

objectives and scalable targets’’ and the ‘‘reputation (of IUCN) for generating and dis-

seminating sound scientific knowledge’’(IUCN 2010b). The hierarchist discourse is also

represented in the goal of biodiversity conservation to ensure food security, poverty

eradication and healthy societies and to avoid dangerous ecological tipping points. The

controlist approach of the hierarchist can be distinguished in the assumption that the loss of

biodiversity can be ‘halted’. As an institute of ‘‘expertise’’ and ‘‘credible knowledge on the

status of the earth’s natural resources’’ IUCN develops ‘‘key indicators’’ and ‘‘standards’’

such as the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species and the Protected Areas Category

System. IUCN also employs its credibility built on its expertise in order to influence and

help constitute national, regional and international policies, regulations and governance

arrangements, particularly through its Commission on Environmental Law (IUCN 2008e,

p. 26) which includes both soft and hard law instruments. A belief in the reversibility of the

trends of environmental degradation through strong and knowledge based ecosystem

management shows the hierarchist belief in the controllability of problems and also the

idea that nature is tolerant within limits. These limits should be identified and defined by

the best available science. The negative impacts of globalisation and market processes (for

example invasive alien species, wildlife crimes and resource exploitation) should be kept

under control by regulation and concerted regional and international actions.

The egalitarian

The egalitarian believes that awareness should be raised about the fragility of nature. The

egalitarian engages in civil movement, NGOs an participatory approaches to conservation

and strives for the empowerment of vulnerable groups. The precautionary principle is

guiding in decisive issues. Most IUCN documents score best in the egalitarian quadrant.

The egalitarian discourse is largely made up by the focus on the idea that business as usual

will not achieve the mission of halting biodiversity loss (IUCN 2010, p. 4). In Shaping a

Sustainable Future (IUCN 2008e), IUCN recognizes and emphasizes the intrinsic value of

nature and focuses on the vulnerability of nature and the importance of enabling natural

processes to proceed. Land use change, overuse of natural resources and other human
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activities and cultural values (undervaluing nature, or seeing it primarily as a resource for

production and consumption) are seen as the main pressures on the fragile ecological

system and on biodiversity. Other central egalitarian issues discussed in the document are

‘‘democratic and open communication between civil society and governments (IUCN

2005, 2008a, e, 2010b).’’ Most documents consider nature to be ‘‘vulnerable’’, ‘‘fragile’’ or

‘‘sensitive’’. Egalitarian conservation approaches can be found in the discourse on the

focusing on stakeholder participation and engagement of community groups, stressing the

important role of empowering indigenous peoples, local communities and women, fair and

equitable sharing (of benefits derived from natural resources and/or ecosystem services

[individualist]), policy and governance reforms and including traditional ecological

knowledge (TEK). Communication and awareness-raising, especially within governance

institutions and the private sector, is considered a relevant approach to conservation too.

This should be accomplished by setting up ‘‘constructive dialogue among sectors (IUCN

2010b, p. 8)’’.

The discourse of the documents of the Commission on Education and Communication

(CEC) (IUCN 2011c, 2013b) and the video ‘‘Love not Loss’’ (IUCN 2010a) are aimed to

change narratives from ‘scaremongering’ and making people feel guilty, towards making

people act by inspiring and ‘‘celebrat[ing] the awe and wonder we all feel for nature (IUCN

2011c).’’ The CEC increased its activity in social media channels like Facebook, Twitter

and YouTube. Also a new video How to tell a Love Story (IUCN 2012a) was released in

2012 based on the message of regaining our innate love for nature.

The individualist

The individualist is optimistic about the future. He believes in the resilience of nature and

may there be cases of collapse, the human capacity to invent innovative technologies will

help to substitute for suffered losses. For many individualists the guiding principle is the

free market. The individualist sees opportunities instead of problems. In almost all IUCN

documents a kind of individualist optimism is presented about the new opportunities for

conservation due to partnerships with private parties. The gravity, urgency and complexity

of biodiversity loss are tackled with the feeling that the ‘‘challenges are not insurmountable

(IUCN 2008e, p. 8).’’

Much of the IUCN discourse is oriented on the sustenance of economic growth through

saving ‘ecosystem goods and services’ and emphasising the benefits derived from these

goods and services and the conservation of natural ‘resources’ for human well-being,

livelihoods and the economy. Environmental values should be internalized in economy,

policy and markets through the use of economic incentives. One of the main ‘tools’

discussed is the strategy of setting up partnerships with large business corporations,

especially the so-called ‘large-footprint industries’ like Shell, Holcim Group, Total, Rio

Tinto, E.ON and the ACCOR Hotels Group. In the Annual Report for 2011 IUCN states

that the ‘‘growing work with business is a key part of delivering the Union’s mission.

IUCN is more often optimistic than critically reflective in its narratives about the public–

private partnerships and about the ‘chances’ and ‘opportunities’ these collaborations

generate. Biodiversity loss is optimistically referred to as a ‘challenge’ to be tackled

instead of a humanitarian or ecological ‘problem’ or ‘disaster’. Conservation tools that are

mentioned are amongst others: ‘Markets for Ecosystem Services’, ‘Market Opportunities

for Biodiversity Business’, ‘Ethical Trade’, ‘Leaders for Nature’, ‘Capacity Building for

Engagement with the Private Sector’ and ‘Financial Offset Schemes’.
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In the latest World Conservation issue (IUCN 2011b) the economic crisis is mentioned

as a catalyser for new ideas on economic development and the popularity of the Green

Economy idea as ‘‘an attractive alternative to a bruised and weakened economic model

(IUCN 2011b, p. 8).’’ Critics of the Green Economy, who see this model as ‘‘supporting the

capitalist status quo (IUCN 2011b, p. 9)’’ are told that, ‘‘whether they like it or not’’, a

transition towards a Green Economy transition is ‘‘bound to happen; if not by design, then

by default (IUCN 2011b, p. 9).’’

The fatalist

The fatalist waits and sees. He does not believe in active and concerted solutions to global

problems and believes he has to learn to cope with changes and environmental unpre-

dictability. He has the capability to question the approaches of the other perspectives and

may be seen as the critical voice in debates. In the IUCN rhetoric the fatalist is only

mentioned in passages about the continuing decline of biodiversity.

The autonomous

The autonomous perspective regards individual retreat from the established system as a

solution towards a more sustainable planet. Footprint reduction, self-sufficiency and

downshifting consumption are his strategies. These strategies should be based on a fun-

damental change of values and they require a strong amount of creativity and outside-the-

box thinking. The autonomous is modest and a minimalist in many ways and he does not

try to dictate others to engage in his lifestyle. Nevertheless, he may inspire other people to

change values and live off-the-grid as well. The autonomous perspective resembles the so

called Cultural Creatives (Ray and Anderson 2000). In the IUCN documents, the auton-

omous perspective is represented in a very limited way.

The dynamic integrator

The dynamic integrator is a systems thinker. He believes nature is complex and dynamic.

Therefore anticipation is the best attitude towards the future. Integrative approaches are

needed to maintain the dynamic balance of evolutionary processes. The dynamic integrator

is represented moderately through words and phrases referring to ‘networks’ and ‘inte-

gration’, ‘integrative approaches’, ‘linkages’ and ‘adaptation’ to ‘constantly changing

conditions’ and the ‘complexity’ of the issues at stake. The dynamic integrator was also

identified in phrases where ‘local communities, policymakers and the private sector’ where

mentioned in one breath and where the ‘complex interface between environmental, eco-

nomic and socio-cultural components’ became equally related to sustainable development.

The IUCN Programme 2013–2016 (IUCN 2012c), which discusses the conservation

strategies adopted by the IUCN World Conservation Congress in Jeju, September 2012 is a

document with a relatively high occurrence of the dynamic integrator perspective (23 %).

Central to the document is the notion of ‘nature-based solutions’. This approach emerged

as a novel way to contribute to the objectives of the UN Framework Convention on

Climate Change (UNFCCC) to find solutions for mitigating and adapting to climate change

(IUCN 2012c). It should also help the conservation community to reach beyond its tra-

ditional frames, addressing the complex interconnections of climate, biodiversity and

human societies. Through the One Programme Charter (IUCN 2011e)—endorsed in May
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2011 by the IUCN council—IUCN seeks to better connect the different parts of the

organisation in order to maximize its programme results.

Scientifically, a shift can be identified from a disciplinary research orientation of

monitoring species towards more integrated studies on the complexities and the functional

relations of socio-environmental systems and the links between species. Fundamental

cultural and institutional differences should be overcome and academic traditions should

be complemented with traditional ecological knowledge and other knowledge systems

(IUCN 2008g). Diversifying stakeholders and engaging in new partnerships are regarded

crucial strategies for successful conservation.

Discussion

IUCN is more than just a conservation organisation. It is an ideological actor as well. As

the world’s oldest and largest conservation institution it produces and circulates a ‘‘defi-

nition of what constitutes conservation (MacDonald 2003, p. 1).’’ Having illustrated the

basic perspectives disseminated by the four categories of IUCN publications, the results of

our analysis open up corridors for discussion. Some of these corridors we highlight in the

hope that they may contribute to the discussion on the future of biodiversity conservation.

In the early years the Union’s strategy was to form opposition against nature-exploiting

(governmental) regime players by delivering knowledge based on sound scientific methods

(Christoffersen 1997). IUCN’s approach for engaging with the private sector only became

more visibly framed in 2004 as the Private Sector Strategy (IUCN 2009c).1 Within this

strategy, IUCN believes that large resource extracting businesses can be helped to change

from within through working with them and raising the awareness of the opportunities that

ecosystem services and biodiversity provide for their long term existence (IUCN 2012b;

TEEB 2009). Some of IUCN’s ‘‘Business and Biodiversity’’ partnerships are highly

controversial, such as the partnership with Royal Dutch Shell, which was signed in 2007.

In August 2011 UNEP released a report confirming Shell’s role in large scale oil pollution

in Ogoniland, Nigeria (UNEP 2011a). On-going large environmental and social problems

in areas where Shell drills and a lack of concrete improvements during the years of

partnership could raise the question whether institutions as IUCN can maintain their

integrity and can continue pursuing their mission according to their vision if their projects

become entangled with the activities of large multinationals (Turner 2010; FOEI 2009).

Also, IUCN support to investigate the aspirations of Shell to drill for oil in the Artic could

negatively impact the image and integrity of IUCN as a nature-protecting organisation

(IUCN 2013c).

Under the umbrella of the shift towards a ‘Green Economy’, the ‘Business and Bio-

diversity’ approach of IUCN seems to be directed at maintaining the economic growth

paradigm without questioning it much. There is an inherent individualistic optimism—or

perhaps egalitarian naivety—revealed by the IUCN discourse about the good intentions of

the partnering corporations. It may be worthwhile to remember that, although it may

indeed be a very valuable and necessary strategy to build bridges between conservation and

business and to create more awareness in businesses about their long-term dependence on

ecosystems, ecosystem services and biodiversity, their utmost goal remains to make profit.

Personal consumption reduction of affluent citizens, value changes and alternative life

styles as represented by the autonomous perspective are avoided as topics in the analysed

1 The Private Sector Strategy was endorsed by the IUCN Council in 2004 (Council Decision C/60/58).
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documents. Instead, discourse and practices are directed at empowering local communities

in developing countries: much effort revolves around helping these already relatively low

environmental impact communities to more efficiently and sustainably use the environ-

mental resources surrounding them and to participate as stakeholders in decision-making

processes related to the use, access to- and benefit sharing of land and life-forms (IUCN

2010d).

In February 2011 UNEP released an extensive report on the Green Economy (UNEP

2011b). The concept was at the heart of the Rio?20 Conference, which was held in Rio de

Janeiro in June 2012. In many of the analysed documents it becomes clear that IUCN

wholeheartedly embraced the green economy. Recently, increasing criticism on the green

economy is coming from various corners (Kenis and Lievens 2012): being fixated on niche

markets and consumer products the green economy is still lacking a systemic view, while

maintaining an optimistic faith in enduring economic growth (Pauli 2010). The green

economy is often used to green-wash certain activities and products (Hoedeman 2012; Plec

and Pettenger 2012). It is based on the same old thinking and it distracts the debate from

the real drivers of the environmental crisis (Spash 2012). It is a narrow, economy centred

re-orientation of the much broader concept of sustainable development (Morrow 2012).

The green economy model is keeping old regimes and powers in their saddles and

extending corporate control into natural areas by commodifying nature through the use of

price mechanisms designed to protect it (ETC-Group 2011). The green economy concept is

also depoliticising the societal debate about important issues such as the transition towards

a more sustainable world (GesNaT and BUKO 2012; Patel and Crook 2012). For these and

other reasons, it is questionable whether a green economy can sustain a growing world

population without compromising biodiversity in the long run. ‘‘A Green Economy will

only be able to reposition (the planetary) limits (GesNaT and BUKO 2012).’’ Organisa-

tions like IUNC may benefit by opening a more critical discussion on this green economy

approach and may also embrace other perspectives, such as the autonomous as an

important contributor to the conservation of biodiversity.

Conclusion

We will conclude by answering the questions we started with: firstly, which basic

assumptions about nature, the human-nature relationship and which management styles are

represented in the IUCN discourse? Analysis of the chosen IUCN documents portrays the

Union as a basically egalitarian-hierarchist-individualist organisation. The dynamic inte-

grator is steadily present, aiming to connect the three basic perspectives. Sometimes, but

not too often, the more fundamental complexity-view of the integrator is operationalized as

well. The fatalist and the autonomous perspective are hardly represented.

Secondly, do the ideas and basic assumptions of biodiversity conservation within IUCN

match the reality of a complex, dynamic and globalizing world? A truly integrative

approach to conservation that is also adaptive to changing global circumstances and that is

able to gather all the human forces necessary to save biodiversity for the future, may

require more than integrating conservation with development assistance, cross-sector

policies and engagement of the private sector. The autonomous perspective—where

individual creativity, downshifting and alternative lifestyles are advocated—gets ample

space in the assessed IUCN texts, even though the perspective is representing a rapidly

increasing civil ‘movement’ of highly engaged individuals in global society (Ray and

Anderson 2000). Integrative approaches to conservation need better inclusion of
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fundamental debates on our lifestyles and our consumption patterns and attitudes.

Although very open to many perspectives, ideas and strategies for conservation, IUCN now

seems to have chosen the pathway of engaging with an individualist discourse where

nature (‘‘wilderness and its constituent elements (MacDonald 2003, p. 7)’’ is replaced by

natural resources (‘‘the environmental basis of building economies (MacDonald 2003,

p. 7).’’ For IUCN to become like a dynamic integrator in the conservation field, the

autonomous perspective has to become better recognised and included in the debate and

the design of strategies for biodiversity conservation. Until that time is ripe, it may be

necessary to put critical fatalist question-marks by the effectiveness and integrative

character of the employed strategies to halt global biodiversity loss.
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